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 Th is chapter aims to contribute to a substantiation of the realist intuition as essential 
to attributions of culpability for certain sorts of corporate harms. Realists accept the 
idea of corporations as agents in their own right and argue that corporations can act 
and be at fault in ways that are diff erent from the ways that their members can act and 
be at fault. Th is does not exclude ascriptions of responsibility to individuals, but it does 
argue that corporations can and should be regarded as moral agents in and of them-
selves, capable of being held criminally responsible for prohibited outcomes. Diffi  culties 
arise because criminal legal doctrine primarily engages with and privileges the ideal 
responsible subject as an individual human being. Th ere is, however, some engagement 
with group liability under doctrines of conspiracy and accessorial liability. 1  Otherwise, 
group liability tends not to be considered in general criminal law texts. 2  Th e question 
of whether a corporation is a genuine agent or just a collection of individual agents is 
important because the answer dictates how we can explain the behaviour of corpora-
tions and whether we can and should treat them as responsible and accountable agents. 3  
As I argue in  section I , this question is particularly salient in criminal legal doctrine, 
as a central function of the criminal legal system is to establish the blameworthiness of 
responsible legal subjects. 
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 It is now relatively widely accepted that suitably organised collectives can be agents 
in their own right. 4  Christian List and Philip Pettit greatly enriched the debate on group 
agency, arguing that groups can meet the requirements of moral agency by virtue of the 
fact that they  ‘ have representational states, motivational states, and a capacity to process 
them and act on their basis ’ . 5  Accordingly, groups can have obligations, entitlements and 
power relations that have hitherto gone unnoticed and that require our moral attention. 
However, List and Pettit ’ s model is on groups generally and provides no more than a 
sketch of the core ingredients of any type of group agency. Corporations are a worthy 
study of group agency in and of themselves for multiple reasons, including because they 
are so dominant in everyday life, are capable of and have infl icted widespread systemic 
harms and, unlike many other groups, are structured and regulated by law. To this end, 
I draw upon the theorist Chris Chapple, who has modifi ed List and Pettit ’ s broader list 
to enunciate group agency requirements that are specifi c to corporations. 6  Th ese three 
core requirements of moral agency are: the agent-choice requirement  –  the corporation 
as a distinct moral agent that faces normatively signifi cant choices; the control require-
ment  –  the corporation has power over the choice between certain actions; and good 
judgement  –  the corporation can form and access judgements in its own right, and 
possesses a regulative capacity that governs the ways these intentions inform and moti-
vate actions in a way that conforms to certain rational and epistemic standards. Th ese 
fundamentals of what makes moral agents are a means of considering whether corpora-
tions can be moral agents and of analysing existing criminal legal doctrinal requirements 
as they apply to corporations. I consider the requirements of moral agency through the 
lens of criminal law and apply these insights to Crown Resorts in order to provide a 
concrete example. I have chosen Crown Resorts as a topic of analysis because recent 
independent inquiries have found multiple examples of ongoing breaches of criminal 
law. Th e New South Wales (NSW) Bergin Inquiry and Victorian Royal Commission 
into Casino Operator and Licence found that Crown Resorts was not a  ‘ suitable person ’  
to hold a casino licence. 7  Th ese inquiries detail corporate structure, actions, decision 
making and harms, and accordingly provide a rich case study for the purposes of analys-
ing corporate moral agency. 

 Th is chapter maps the philosophical requirements of moral agency onto criminal 
legal doctrinal categories through the case study of Crown to explore the moral and 
legal responsibility of corporations.  Section I  explores why it is important to establish 
the corporation as a legal agent.  Section II  articulates each of Chapple ’ s requirements 
and applies them to criminal legal doctrine and Crown Resorts to argue that corpora-
tions can be regarded as moral agents (that can choose to act immorally). 
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   I. Why is it Important to Establish 
the Corporation as a Moral Agent ?   

 Classic positivists such as HLA Hart argue that there is no requirement to establish 
that corporations are moral agents, only that they are legal subjects. 8  Legislation clearly 
constructs corporations as legal subjects, 9  with rights and responsibilities. Corporations 
have the ability to own property and enter into binding contracts; they can be sued, 
taxed and made to fulfi l obligations. For example, casino legislation requires that corpo-
rations running or associated with casinos are  ‘ suitable persons ’ . 10  On this account, the 
concept of legal personality is  ‘ wholly formal ’ . 11  For positivists, an act by a legal subject 
that breaches the criminal law is wrongful in and of itself. 12  Th ere is no requirement to 
delve into any underlying intersection of law and morality. As such, positivists would 
assert that corporations are subjects of the criminal law regardless of whether they are 
moral agents. 

 Yet this response is overly simplistic and superfi cial, and may well leave the most 
interesting issues outside the carefully restricted boundaries of jurisprudence claimed 
by positivists such as Hart. Positivists are correct in asserting that the granting of legal 
personality is a constitutive role of law, 13  but it belies the fact that to a large extent 
corporations have been slotted into pre-existing criminal legal doctrine. 14  Of the many 
issues this has raised, two are of primary concern for the purposes of this chapter. First, 
criminal legal doctrine was constructed around the primary legal subject  –  the individ-
ual, biological human being. (Responsible) human beings are fundamental categories 
of what Steven D Smith called law ’ s  ‘ ontological inventories ’ . 15  Th is has resulted in diffi  -
culties in applying pre-existing categories constructed around humans to corporations. 
For example, a central claim of criminal legal doctrine is that a person shall not be 
held liable for an act unless the act was done with a guilty mind ( actus non facit reum 
nisi mens sit rea ). 16  Given the division of labour and decision making, this requirement 
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of temporal coincidence is almost impossible to meet in large corporations. 17  As 
considered below, it is also diffi  cult to identify a corporation ’ s mind and intent, 18  and 
to attribute acts and omissions to the corporation. Th ese are practical diffi  culties that 
arise as a consequence of the historical construction of criminal legal doctrine around 
the  ‘ ideal legal actor ’ , 19  the (responsible) human being, and are frequently pointed to 
as an explanation for the relative dearth of criminal prosecutions of corporations for 
wrongdoing. 20  

 Second, and relatedly, the bulk of criminal law theorists accept that the criminal law 
is a system of blaming. 21  Th e prosecution must prove the  guilt  of the accused beyond a 
reasonable doubt. 22  It involves and requires censure or reproof for fault, wrong, badness 
or wickedness. 23  Th e structure of criminal law seeks to establish that an accused is 
suffi  ciently blameworthy to justify punishment or sanctions. Inherent to these ideas 
of censure is the precondition that the accused is a moral agent, that is, a  ‘ responsible 
subject ’ . 24  Unless a person has the capacity to freely choose to do something that they 
understand to be wrong, they cannot be regarded as blameworthy and should not be 
liable to punishment in criminal proceedings. 25  Accordingly, not all humans have legal 
standing, that is, the legally recognised capacity to be held responsible at law for their 
actions, all the time. 26  In criminal law the question of moral capacity has an impact on 
legal standing and is interrogated in legal doctrines such as  doli incapax , insanity and 
unfi tness to plead. 27  Th ere are various ways in which we express lack of responsibility 
for great harms. In the modern world, we tend not to regard natural disasters as wicked, 
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because there is nothing or no one to hold responsible. 28  Th ere is also a tendency to 
use the (passive) language of accident, disaster or tragedy in response to harms where 
it is diffi  cult to identify a responsible agent. 29  Th is is particularly the case for complex 
harms caused by corporations in the past and/or through governmental and regula-
tory failures. 30  As Scott Veitch has argued, in the production of large-scale harms the 
question of responsibility may not be raised at all. 31  Central to attribution of blamewor-
thiness is that a subject can be regarded as a moral agent. 

 Models of culpability are contingent and have changed across time and place; but in 
recent centuries, the dominant model of culpability expressed in classic criminal legal 
doctrine is subjective, that is, the accused must have intention or knowledge in order to 
be at fault. 32  Th is was affi  rmed by the High Court of Australia in its statement that there 
is a common law presumption that every off ence requires a guilty mind or subjective 
culpability. 33  Th ere are necessarily diffi  culties in importing and applying the require-
ment of subjective culpability to corporations. Th e practical diffi  culties of establishing 
who the mind of the corporation is, what the mind was thinking at the time of off ence 
are myriad. However, many of these practical diffi  culties pointed to by critics are not 
applicable or required in  ‘ regulatory ’  off ences, many of which were introduced to apply 
to corporations. Th is is because regulatory off ences involve strict or absolute liabil-
ity, and require only that the prosecution prove that the accused did the act, not that 
the prosecution establish subjective blameworthiness. 34  For example, both the Bergin 
Inquiry and the Victorian Royal Commission found that Crown Melbourne facilitated 
the laundering of millions of dollars. 35  Australia has wide-ranging anti-money-
laundering criminal off ences under part 10.2 of the Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth), 
all with a strict liability option. Despite the relatively low evidentiary elements for the 
prosecution of money-laundering off ences, there have been no federal prosecutions of 
corporations for money laundering in Australia. 36  Th is failure to prosecute is in part 
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because of the perceived centrality of subjective culpability to conceptions of blamewor-
thiness, such that regulatory off ences are regarded as failing to meet the requirement of 
blameworthiness. 37  But this lack of prosecution may be because of a related and preced-
ing conceptual barrier to prosecuting corporation  –  that is, the belief that corporations 
are not moral agents. 

 Th is can be seen in the governmental inquiries into Crown. Despite clear breaches of 
criminal law and legal duties, the inquiries have framed malfeasance at Crown Resorts 
as failures of corporate governance rather than criminal off ences. For example, the 
Victorian Royal Commission notes that Crown is regulated by the Corporations Act 
2001 (Cth), the ASX Listing Rules, Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) 
prudential standards, gambling regulation and codes, liquor controls, commercial 
agreements and casino control legislation in each state in which it operates (including 
internationally). 38  In its overview chapter on corporate governance, the Victorian Royal 
Commission does not include reference to criminal legislation in each state, nor does 
it mention anti-money-laundering and terrorism-fi nancing legislation that should be 
taken into account in corporate governance. It is only in the conclusion of the chapter 
that it is noted that a casino operator should  ‘ obey the law ’ . 39  Arguably, this refl ects a 
tendency to conceive of corporations and corporate governance as somehow separate 
or aside from criminal law. Despite multiple breaches of the criminal law, the Royal 
Commission does not propose any criminal prosecution of Crown Resorts. 40   

   II. Crown, Criminal Law and the 
Requirements of Moral Agency  

 Th is section maps the three requirements of moral agency onto criminal legal doctrine, 
and applies these requirements to Crown to argue that corporations can and should be 
regarded as moral agents capable of criminal legal attributions of blameworthiness. 

   A. Distinct Moral Agent  

 Th e fi rst requirement, that there is a distinct moral agent that faces normatively signifi -
cant choices, maps onto the criminal law requirement that an accused is a responsible 
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legal subject. As argued in  section I , although criminal law has been constructed around 
the ideal legal subject  –  human beings  –  not all human beings are accorded full legal 
subjecthood. Legal subjecthood is not a given but rather a legal artefact that can change 
across time and place. With regard to corporations, in order to satisfy the agent-choice 
requirement, a distinct, emergent corporate state that supervenes or has a rational 
agent-identity over and above its individual members must be identifi ed. 41  Th is ques-
tion of whether or not the corporation is a distinct moral agent remains a live question 
in legal circles, commonly split into nominalists and realists. 

 Nominalists are sceptical about the idea that corporations can be moral agents. Th ey 
accept, of course, that corporations have a legal identity, but this is a legal fi ction serving 
as a nexus for contracting among individual factors of production. 42  For nominalists, 
the idea that a corporation can act and be blameworthy is a fi ction or legal artefact. 
Corporations are nothing more than collectivities of individuals, 43  and corporations 
cannot act or intend except through individuals. 44  In contrast, realists accept the idea of 
corporations as agents in their own right. Th ey argue that corporations have an exist-
ence that is independent from their members. On this account, corporations can act 
and be at fault in ways that are diff erent from the ways in which their members can act 
and be at fault. 45  

 Th e idea of a corporation as an agent is supported colloquially. Media reporting of 
the inquiries into Crown Resorts simply referred to  ‘ Crown ’  or  ‘ Crown Resorts ’ . Th e 
corporation was personifi ed in reporting. Crown was  ‘ lucky to escape [with its licence] ’  46  
and  ‘ must be desperate or think we ’ re dumb ’ . 47  Th is is likewise refl ected in how the law 
and legal institutions conceive of and organise corporations. Th e various Acts regulating 
casinos require that operators and associates of operators are a  ‘ suitable person ’ . 48  Crown 
is a regulated entity  –   ‘ whose privilege to hold a casino licence is dependent upon it 
being, at all times, a person of good character, honest and integrity ’ . 49  Th e language here 
is grammatically awkward. At times, Crown is personifi ed  ‘ whose ’  at others it is objecti-
fi ed  ‘ its ’ . Crown might be singular  ‘ it ’  or plural  ‘ they ’ . Despite this, linguistic complications 
should not be regarded as justifying the failure to regard corporations as moral agents. 
Historically, there have been linguistic shift s in society and at law. In the late twentieth 
century, feminists challenged the argument that use of the pronoun  he  referred to a 
generic person or  man  to humanity. 50  More recently, transgender communities have 
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pursued trans language-reform eff orts. 51  Th ese incursions highlight that language is 
political and constitutes, rather than refl ects, specifi c concepts and power relations. 
Grammatical diffi  culties refl ect and reinforce the complexity of imagining the corpora-
tion as an emergent legal subject. 

 We also express reactive attitudes to corporate wrongdoing, such as indignation 
and anger. Th e Victorian Royal Commission stated that Crown ’ s conduct was  ‘ disgrace-
ful  …  illegal, dishonest, unethical and exploitative ’ . 52  Crown  ‘ bullied ’  and provided the 
regulator with false information, and  ‘ delayed ’  and did what it could to  ‘ frustrate ’  the 
regulator ’ s investigations. Th e Royal Commission ascribed emotional states to Crown, 
labelling it  ‘ callous ’  and  ‘ appalling ’ . 53  Crown  ‘ happily assisted wealthy Chinese patrons to 
breach the currency laws of their country ’ . 54  Th ese language choices may be of conveni-
ence or may refl ect the idea of an organisation as an independent agent, with a good or 
bad identity, and capacity to act, have intentions and even emotional states over and 
above those of individual members. 55  

 Corporations have a stable identity due to rules, written and unwritten, that are 
external and internal to the corporation. Companies have specifi c structures, rules and 
hierarchies, and are regulated in specifi c ways. 56  Th ere is some complexity to Crown 
as an agent, to the extent that the Victorian Royal Commission devoted a chapter to 
enunciating its structure. 57  Crown Resorts has three operating subsidiaries: Crown 
Melbourne (which operates Melbourne Casino); Burswood Nominees Ltd (which 
operates Crown Perth); and Crown Sydney Gaming Pty Ltd (which hoped to oper-
ate Crown casino at Barangaroo). Th is complexity of identity frequently works in the 
favour of large corporations, particularly due to the corporate veil. 58  Each inquiry 
circumvented complexity in corporate identity by focusing on whether the subsidi-
ary for that specifi c jurisdiction was a  ‘ suitable person ’  to have a gaming licence, and 
whether Crown was a suitable person to be a close associate. 59  Crown owns all the 
shares in all of its subsidiaries. 

 Corporations codify values, goals and decision-making procedures. Th e rules provide 
a means of testing validity  –  are the actions those of the corporation or those of a rogue 
employee ?  Th e rules also mean that the behaviour of the corporation is predictable and 
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regular in a way that actions of other groups may not be. It means that the corporation 
is independent of the specifi c individuals who control or work for the organisation. 60  
Th us multiple employees of Crown have come and gone over the years, including the 
mass exodus of members of the board in the wake of the Bergin Inquiry and changing 
chief executive offi  cers, yet the corporate identity of Crown continues. Corporations 
have a perpetual existence separate from the individual lifespans of employees or founders. 
Th us, although in recent times Crown has been associated strongly with the  ‘ vision ’  
of James Packer, Crown has assumed a life and identity of its own. With his imminent 
departure as dominant shareholder, Crown and its various subsidiaries endure. 

 Corporations are complex organisations, and members, whether as employees, 
managers or shareholders/owners,  ‘ contribute to the corporate eff ect and are a conse-
quence of the corporate eff ect ’ . 61  Corporations are  ‘ an awesome social invention ’ , 62  
providing an essential means to coordinate and integrate actions of members in the right 
way to work towards a particular goal (usually profi t) and to take advantage of market 
opportunities otherwise not available to individuals acting alone. Rules enable coordi-
nation and integration of individual contributions into a group judgement. Rule-based 
structures, whether formal or informal, shape the way that individuals think and act 
when on corporate business. Without these rules, diff erent processes or outcomes might 
result. It is to the advantage of corporations to act as agents. Th ere is extensive empirical 
evidence that there is a correlation between companies ’  performance in pursuit of their 
goals and cultural factors that support agency. 63  

 One way of demonstrating how a corporation is an agent over and above its indi-
vidual members is to look at when individuals working for the corporation act in 
ways, or support actions or omissions, with which they disagree or that they would not 
support or defend outside of their employment. Th is is in accordance with ideas about 
employment as a role or a  ‘ practical identity ’ , 64  which may exert a normative and psycho-
logically structured infl uence on what features an agent is committed to displaying. 65  
Th is idea that people may behave at work in ways that are inconsistent with beliefs they 
hold outside of employment is shown in relation to the way employees acted towards 
problem gamblers at Crown Resorts. At Crown Melbourne, hosts (employees who look 
aft er Crown loyalty programme members) acknowledged that they were  ‘ predatory and 
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irresponsible ’  in relation to problem gamblers, in order to gain revenue for Crown. 66  
Th ey would entice clients to come to the casino, would arrange gift s, would not ques-
tion whether the client could aff ord to gamble, would rarely ask clients to take a break 
from gambling, would permit customers to gamble even if they owed money to Crown 
Resorts and would discourage gamblers from self-excluding. Other problem-gambling 
research has recorded the way employees at gambling venues felt about allowing or even 
encouraging problem gamblers to continue. 67  Th is facilitation of problem gambling was 
an informal rule, geared towards profi t, which contradicted Crown ’ s formal policies 
asserting world-leading approaches against problem gambling. Bant makes a simi-
lar point in relation to anti-money laundering at Crown and practices of aggregation 
of individual deposits that obscured what was occurring in the bank accounts. Th e 
Victorian Royal Commission accepts Bant ’ s argument that whilst employees at Crown 
may have been individually honest, they were  ‘ nonetheless cogs in a corporate process 
that was inherently apt to break the law ’ . 68  

 Accordingly, corporations are recognised as agents at law and colloquially. Th is 
group agency is facilitated by (written and unwritten) rules that govern how its members 
act and decide, and that determine how individuals and groups behave when acting  ‘ in ’  
the corporation or  ‘ for ’  it. Corporations have emergent properties that arise out of the 
various individual members and yet are novel or irreducible with respect to them. 69   

   B. Control Requirement  

 Th e second requirement of moral agency is arguably akin to criminal legal doctrine 
actus reus requirements, that the agent has some control or power over the choice 
between action/omission and has some causal eff ect in relation to prohibited outcomes. 
In terms of moral agency, the emphasis is on making or facing a choice, that is, morally 
signifi cant choices must be in the  ‘ control ’  of the agent. To the extent that we believe 
individuals control and are responsible for certain actions, corporations can be handled 
under a similar account. Under this account, we are responsible for what is in our 
control  –  our actions and our choices. We tend to hold individuals responsible for their 
choices, even as we recognise that there is a range of constraints on how agents make 
those choices about how to act. 

   i. Voluntariness  
 Criminal law frames the question of control over action/omission in terms of volun-
tariness, that is, the requirement that an action is  ‘ conscious and willed ’ . Criminal 
law theorist Peter Rush explains that voluntariness requires that  ‘ something internal 
to the person must cause the conduct  –  such that you can say that it is the conduct of 
the accused ’ . 70  Th e prosecution are entitled to presume voluntariness unless and until 
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the accused has satisfi ed the evidentiary burden. 71  Voluntariness is frequently explained 
through judicial analysis of involuntariness: 

  [A]n act which is done by the muscles without any control of the mind, such as a spasm, a 
refl ex action, or a convulsion; or an act done by a person who is not conscious of what he is 
doing, such as an act done whilst suff ering from concussion or whilst sleepwalking. 72   

 From this defi nition, a corporation might argue that its actions are  ‘ unwilled ’ , that it is 
no longer in control of its behaviour, due to the acting of various members and sections 
of the corporation outside of the conscious control of the  ‘ directing mind ’ . 

 Th ere are two related ways of considering this issue of involuntariness. First, this 
returns to the issue of whether a nominalist or realist conceptualisation of corpora-
tions is adopted. If a nominalist account is adopted then the actions of employees in the 
absence of knowledge by the directing mind might be regarded as involuntary. However, 
this lack of knowledge or control by the directing mind is more likely to be argued in 
courts as lack of mens rea rather than as involuntariness. 73  Th ere are defi ned roles by 
which individuals can exercise certain powers, 74  which provide a means for distinguish-
ing employees who are acting on behalf of the corporation and rogue employees. In the 
absence of a rogue employee, courts are dubious of corporate claims of lack of control 
and tend to accept that the acts or omissions of the corporation are at issue. Claims 
of lack of knowledge by the directing mind constitute a separate question to be dealt 
with under fault or mens rea requirements. For example, both inquiries established 
that Crown was involved in money laundering, even though the inquiries accepted the 
Board ’ s claims of ignorance. 

 Second, the time frame in which involuntariness is considered is also signifi cant, 
particularly in terms of omissions by corporations, such as the failure to comply with 
standards, including health and safety and protections against money laundering. Th e 
High Court has established that in cases of involuntariness, it is open to the jury to 
broaden the  ‘ relevant act ’  under consideration. 75  For example, in the case of  Ryan , the 
accused argued that he had instinctively pulled the trigger and killed the victim when 
the victim moved suddenly. Th e High Court rejected this argument and held that it 
was not solely the pulling of the trigger instinctively that was the  ‘ relevant act ’ ; rather, it 
was holding a loaded gun with a fi nger on the trigger against the head of the victim. 76  
Likewise in  Jiminez , the accused was charged with culpable driving aft er he fell asleep 
at the wheel, collided with a tree and killed one of his passengers. Th e High Court held: 

  While he was asleep his actions were not conscious or voluntary (an act committed while 
unconscious is necessarily involuntary) and he could not be criminally responsible for driving 
the car in a manner dangerous to the public. 77   
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 However, the court applied the principles from  Ryan  and held that the period of driving 
immediately preceding Jiminez ’ s falling asleep could be considered: 

  It follows that for a driver to be guilty of driving in a manner dangerous to the public because 
of his tired or drowsy condition, that condition must be such that, as a matter of objective 
fact, his driving in that condition is a danger to the public. Various matters will be relevant in 
reaching such a conclusion. Th e period of driving, the lighting conditions (including whether 
it was night or day) and the heating or ventilation of the vehicle are all relevant considerations. 
And, of course, it will be necessary to consider how tired the driver was. If there was a warning 
as to the onset of sleep, that may be some evidence of the degree of tiredness. And the period 
of driving before the accident, and the amount of sleep that he had earlier had, will also bear 
on the degree of his tiredness. But so far as  ‘ driving in a manner dangerous ’  is concerned, the 
issue is not whether there was or was not a warning of the onset of sleep, but whether the 
driver was so tired that, in the circumstances, his driving was a danger to the public. 78   

 Th is reasoning can be applied to corporate acts and omissions. Th at is, rather than look 
at money laundering in isolation, Crown ’ s actions  –  including the reduction of money-
laundering compliance, the ongoing failure to heed warnings by banks, changing banks 
when red fl ags were raised and choosing to reward profi t rather than protection against 
money laundering  –  demonstrate decisions and choices that were made voluntarily. 

 It might be argued that corporations have limited choices in how they act. 
Corporations act within certain constraints, such as size, capacity, law and commercial 
commitments, and to maximise profi ts. But these same arguments can be made with 
regard to individuals  –  humans have multiple constraints on the choices they make. 
According to criminal legal doctrine, even in cases of coercion, voluntariness is not 
an issue  –  an accused is regarded as making a choice to act, albeit under coercion. Th e 
defences of duress or necessity are raised only aft er the elements of off ences are estab-
lished. For the most part, corporations are required to achieve and maximise profi t. 79  
However, whilst Crown is required to achieve profi t, it has a range of choices about how 
it goes about this, for example whether it adopts short-term easy-money or more long-
term sustainable choices. 80  

 Corporations have a set of decision-making rules and procedures through which 
courses of concerted action can be, though not necessarily are, chosen on a rational 
basis. If a broader time frame is adopted in accordance with existing legal doctrine and 
theory, these actions and omissions are conscious and willed across time. 81   

   ii. Causation  
 Th e second aspect of control requires that a corporation be a controlling cause of 
actions in a way that may ground moral responsibility. Nominalists would argue that 
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corporations can only act through individuals, and therefore it is only individuals who 
can be causally responsible. 82  However, realists would argue that corporations can 
be causally responsible in ways that transcend individual actions or omissions. Even 
where actions are implemented by lower-level individual members, corporations bring 
about actions by coordinating through processes, routines, etc to realise the goals of the 
company. Corporate actions feature examples where a higher-level cause, such as profi t, 
is insensitive to the way in which it is realised. Diff erent individuals can implement these 
corporation processes in diff erent ways, provided they are working towards the relevant 
outcomes. If an individual did not occupy an offi  ce or a role, another would take their 
place and do it. For example, if an employee refused to go along with facilitating prob-
lem gambling (for which they would receive no encouragement or reward), they might 
lose their job or opportunities for promotion, whilst another employee would facilitate 
problem gambling and be rewarded. Likewise, the Royal Commission quoted Bant ’ s 
argument that breaches of anti-money laundering at Crown  ‘ were replicated over long 
periods, as individual employees were replaced by new employees trained in carrying 
out the requisite processes ’ . 83  On this account, a focus on individual employees fails to 
recognise and evaluate the corporate systems and policies that organised and systema-
tised conduct aimed at achieving profi t. 

 Th e requirement of causation in criminal law seeks to establish a connection 
between the accused and the prohibited consequences, that is, that an accused can only 
be criminally liable for harms for which they are responsible. Th e bar is set fairly low 
in Australia, requiring only that the accused was  ‘ a substantial and operating ’  cause. 84  
Accordingly, there can be multiple causes of a prohibited consequence. Under the 
Casino Control Act 1992 (WA), Crown Resorts has a duty to prevent and minimise 
harm from gambling. 85  Casinos are recognised as a site of risk for problem gambling. 
Th ere are multiple structural ways in which Crown Resorts was a substantial and oper-
ating cause of problem gambling above and beyond the actions of individual employees. 
Th e Victorian Royal Commission Report shows that in 2018 – 19, 25 per cent of people 
who gambled at Melbourne Casino in the previous year experienced some harm from 
gambling, and those gambling at Melbourne Casino are more likely to have experi-
enced at least one form of harm from gambling. It was estimated that the prevalence 
of problem gamblers at Melbourne Casino may be three times higher than among all 
Victorian adults who gamble. 86  Th e reasons why problem gamblers are drawn to the 
casino are due to organisational choices rather than the actions of specifi c individuals. 
It has long been recognised that accessibility is a major cause of problem gambling  –  
the greater the accessibility of gambling, the greater the chance of problem gambling. 87  
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Th e casino is open 24 hours a day and has more electronic gambling machines (EGMs) 
than any other venue. 88  Unlike other venues in Victoria, Crown Melbourne has EGMs 
that are permitted to operate in  ‘ unrestricted ’  mode, that is, with no maximum betting 
limits  –  another organisational (and governmental) choice. 89  Th e Gambling Code at 
Crown is out of date and focuses on external signals of distress rather than contempo-
rary research that draws upon data collected about spending patterns (data collected 
for loyalty programmes but not used to fulfi l problem-gambling obligations). 90  Th e 
Victorian Royal Commission found that the tools to prevent problem gambling are 
 ‘ not eff ective ’  and have  ‘ serious defi ciencies ’ . 91  In addition, despite claiming a formal 
gambling code that is world-leading, staff  are not adequately trained to implement 
the (defi cient) Gambling Code. Staff  who work on or near the gaming fl oor could not 
accurately describe the signs of problem gambling, nor accurately explain Crown ’ s Play 
Periods Policy; they did not know what RSG (Responsible Service of Gaming) meant, 
and could not name the Responsible Gaming Offi  cers at Crown and had never referred 
anyone to the Responsible Gaming Offi  cers or suggested to a manager that someone 
be referred. 92  Crown hosts receive a bonus that is based on customer visitation, and 
the Royal Commission assumed a relationship between turnover and visitation. Th ese 
rewards lead individual hosts to work towards increasing attendance and expenditure 
by clients, regardless of whether those clients are problem gamblers. Th e failure to 
prevent problem gambling, or arguably the choice to facilitate and promote problem 
gambling, is over and above the actions of any one individual and is in conformity with 
the aims of Crown Resorts to obtain profi t. Th rough structural choices, the develop-
ment of rules and policies, and corporate culture ’ s rewarding profi t over compliance 
with problem-gambling requirements, Crown is  ‘ a substantial and operating cause ’  of 
problem gambling on its premises.   

   C. Good Judgement Requirement  

 Th e third requirement of moral agency is that of good judgement, whereby intentional 
acts based on the beliefs and desires of the agent are attributable to the agent. 93  Th is 
is in accordance with the ideal that a person should not be punished unless they had 
the capacity and a fair opportunity to obey the law. 94  For corporate moral agency, this 
requires that a corporation must be able to form intentions that are distinct from those 
of its members. Additionally, when making moral judgements about an agent ’ s behav-
iour, we assume that the agent can form and access judgements in its own right and 
possesses a regulatory capacity that governs how these intentions inform and motivate 
actions in a way that conforms to rational and epistemic standards. Accordingly, in 
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order to be regarded as capable of good judgement, a corporation must fi rst be critically 
refl ective, that is, have the ability to refl ect and pass judgement upon its actions and the 
thought processes leading up to them. Second, the corporation must have a sensitivity 
to reasons and the ability to weigh them: this requires that evidence must be available to 
make decisions, even if it is not drawn upon. Th ird, critical refl ection and reasons can 
make a diff erence to how one acts  –  that is, can the corporation modify its actions and 
intentions in response to information ?  95  

 Th e good judgement requirement has some intersections with the criminal legal 
doctrinal requirement of mens rea or the state of mind of the accused. In criminal law, 
mens rea requirements are closely associated with blameworthiness, to the extent that 
in some codes they are termed the  ‘ fault elements ’ . 96  Mens rea requirements of off ences 
were constructed around the privileged legal subject  –  the (responsible) human being. 
Th e currently dominant model of culpability in criminal legal doctrine (more honoured 
in the breach) is that of subjective blameworthiness, that is, intention and knowledge. 97  
Th ere are common law off ences that do not require that an accused has the capacity for 
good judgement, but these are characterised as exceptional. Th is can include very seri-
ous off ences, such as cases of manslaughter by criminal negligence, where the accused 
is measured against the objective standard of the reasonable person, as opposed to 
whether the accused recognised, or was even capable of recognising, that their behav-
iour or failure was objectively dangerous. 98  Th ese cases have led to criticisms about the 
fairness of holding an accused liable for a standard that they could not meet, that is, of 
attributing blameworthiness when arguably the accused was not a full moral agent. 99  In 
addition, there are regulatory off ences of strict or absolute liability with minimal or no 
mens rea requirements  –  many of which were created in order to cope with corporate 
wrongdoing or harms. 100  Th ese regulatory off ences have also generated a great deal of 
criticism from some criminal law theorists for breaching fundamental requirements 
of criminal legal doctrine. 101  Like the requirements of moral agency, in most crimi-
nal off ences there is no requirement that an accused exercised good judgement, only 
that they are capable of doing so. Th e doctrine of unfi tness to plead and defences of 
mental impairment and intoxication provide restricted platforms for considering the 
moral and mental capacity of the accused. Historically, a primary obstacle for holding 
corporations criminally liable stems from diffi  culties of establishing the mens rea of 
corporations. 102  

 How, then, are these intersecting requirements of capacity for good judgement and 
the mens rea of corporations to be established ?  List and Pettit frame the requirement 
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of good judgement for group agency in terms of democratic, representational deci-
sion making. 103  But as Chapple points out, this does not accord with the hierarchical, 
rule-based decision making of corporations. 104  Corporate rules will set out specifi c 
procedures by which decisions are arrived at, and frequently one person will be author-
ised to act on behalf of the corporation. 105  Corporate hierarchies are precisely intended 
to place good judges in key decision-making positions. Individuals will have special 
roles to make decisions on behalf of the company. 

 Various approaches have been proposed to identify corporate intention and judge-
ments. Th e dominant common law approach for ascribing corporate liability in Australia 
and the United Kingdom is that of identifi cation theory, which requires proof that the 
 ‘ directing mind ’  of the corporation has acted with the requisite fault, as set out in  Tesco v 
Nattrass . 106  Th is approach is based on an anthropomorphic conception of the company, 
where only those persons invested by proper authority with managerial powers and 
responsibility are regarded as the head or brains of the company. Th e  ‘ state of mind ’  of 
this  ‘ directing mind ’  is treated by law as the state of mind of the organisation, which 
enables criminal liability to be imposed on a corporation for off ences that require mens 
rea. Whilst identifi cation theory raises problems in terms of identifying who the direct-
ing mind is, for the purposes of argument and in accordance with the bulk of doctrine 
I will identify the directing mind as the Board of Crown. Although not exercising good 
judgement, the Board meets the requirements of moral agency of the capacity to make 
judgements. Th e inquiries demonstrate evidence of the Board ’ s capacity to be criti-
cally refl ective, with the members of the Board explaining why, despite media claims of 
money laundering, they believed that they were the victims of a witch hunt. Evidence 
was available to make decisions, even if they did not draw upon that evidence. In light of 
media reports, directors could have asked questions and done further research, but they 
did not. Th ere is also evidence that the Board members exercised (some) critical refl ec-
tion and modifi ed their actions in response to information. For example, in response 
to revelations of money laundering in the Riverbank and Southbank accounts, Crown 
introduced new policies and controls over its patron accounts. 107  

 Although this satisfi es the requirements of moral agency, it fails to establish any 
mens rea of Crown. Th is is because identifi cation theory requires that the prosecu-
tion prove that the directing mind of a corporation knew of the criminal actions and 
possessed the necessary mens rea. 108  Th e problem is that in complex organisations like 
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of Corporate Culture  ’   in     J   O ’ Brien    and    G   Gilligan    (eds),   Integrity, Risk and Accountability in Capital Markets:   
  Regulating Culture   (  Oxford  ,  Hart Publishing ,  2013 )  251   .   
  109          L   Campbell   ,  ‘  Corporate Liability and the Criminalisation of Failure  ’  ( 2018 )  12      Law and Financial Markets 
Review    57, 58   .   
  110          R   Cheung   ,  ‘  Money Laundering  –  a New Era for Sentencing Organisations  ’  ( 2017 )  1      Journal of Business 
Law    23, 28   .   
  111        R v Moloney   [ 1985 ]  AC 905, [1985] 1 All ER 1025, 1031  .   
  112    Croft s (n 37).  
  113    Victorian Royal Commission (n 7)  ch 6 .  
  114    Th ere is also recognition that intention does not necessarily equate with an outcome. For example, a golfer 
might always intend to get a hole in one, but the chances of this happening are minimal. Th is emphasis upon 
unsuccessful intentions is signifi cant in the doctrine of criminal intent.  
  115    See     R v Schonewille   [ 1998 ]  2 VR 625  .   

Crown Resorts, where responsibility is diff use and distributed, the higher up a person 
is, the less likely that they will have the necessary mens rea. 109  Ignorance by individual 
directors and Boards as a whole is a theme. In the bulk of wrongdoing at Crown, it was 
claimed that concerns and issues were not elevated to directors and/or the Board level 
by staff . Th e Board claimed ignorance about money laundering, problem gambling and 
legal issues in China. Th ese claims are dubious, but they were accepted by the Bergin 
Inquiry. Accordingly, even though the Board meets the requirements of moral agency, 
the restrictive nature of common law identifi cation liability eff ectively limits the corpo-
ration ’ s liability for off ences committed by its senior offi  cers. Th is demonstrates the way 
in which the common law creates  ‘ a perverse incentive for the senior management to 
insulate itself from the criminal activities of lower-level employees ’ . 110  

 However, it is arguable that the courts are over-complicating the requirement of 
mens rea of corporations. Existing legal doctrine applied to human legal subjects points 
to a broader approach to establishing mens rea that could be applied to corporations. 
For individuals, in the absence of confession, intention is not transparent: 

  As I said I think when I was directing you originally you cannot take the top of a man ’ s head 
off  and look into his mind and actually see what his intent was at any given moment. 111   

 Why, then, do we expect intention to be transparent for corporations ?  Identifi cation 
theory is an attempt to take the top off  the corporation ’ s head to ascertain intent at 
any given moment, but it relies upon records of decisions and knowledge whilst simul-
taneously discouraging recording and encouraging ignorance. Identifi cation theory 
does not encourage directors to gain knowledge, ask questions or challenge. Th e clas-
sic response to allegations of wrongdoing is denial by the corporation. 112  For example, 
Crown continued to deny money laundering until the fi nal days of the Bergin Inquiry, 
made some admissions, then withdrew these admissions for the Victorian Royal 
Commission. 113  In the absence of confession, criminal legal doctrine relies upon exter-
nal conduct or results to ascertain the internal contents of an accused ’ s mind. 114  Th is 
focus on manifest behaviour has strict parameters around it, 115  but, for example, in the 
absence of a confession or an explanation, if a person shoots into a crowd causing the 
deaths of multiple people, juries would be entitled to fi nd an intention to kill or infl ict 
grievous bodily harm. Likewise, if a person blew up a plane and confessed that they 
did so for the purposes of insurance, without making any mention of their intentions 
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  116    Juries may simply not believe that an accused had not thought that blowing up a plane would cause the 
deaths of anyone on the plane.  
  117          M   Moore   ,  ‘  Patrolling the Borders of Consequentialist Justifi cations: Th e Scope of Agent-Relative 
Restrictions  ’  ( 2007 )  27      Law and Philosophy    35    ;       RA   Duff    ,  ‘  Two Models of Criminal Fault  ’  ( 2019 )  13      Criminal 
Law and Philosophy    643   .   
  118         M   Midgley   ,   Wickedness:     A Philosophical Essay   (  Abingdon  ,  Routledge ,  2001 ) .   
  119         Augustine   ,   Th e Confessions of St Augustine  , tr    Edward   Pusey    (  Springfi eld ,  CO  ,  Collier Books ,  1961 )  ; 
     Th omas   Aquinas   ,   On Evil  , ed    R   Regan    (  Oxford  ,  Oxford University Press ,  2003 )  ;      Aristotle   ,   Th e Nicomachean 
Ethics  , tr    J   Th omson    (  London  ,  Penguin Books ,  2004 ) .   
  120    Criminal Code (n 9), pt 10.2;     Safe Work Australia  ,  ‘  Law and Regulation  ’  ( 2022 ) at   www.safeworkaustralia.
gov.au/law-and-regulation    ; Copp and Cronin (n 14); Croft s (n 14).  
  121    Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, Model Criminal Law Offi  cers Committee of the Standing 
Committee of Attorneys-General,  Model Criminal Code  (Final Report, December 1992)  chs 1  and  2 , 21, 107. 
See also Dixon (n 108). Bucy talks about the  ‘ ethos ’  of an organisation  –  corporate identity or ethos results 
from the dynamic of many individuals working together toward corporate goals: Bucy (n 60).  
  122    French (n 4); French (n 43).  
  123    French (n 4) 214.  
  124    Bant,  ch 9  of this volume.  

with regard to the passengers who died as a consequence, juries could fi nd an intention 
to kill. 116  Th is is a complex area of law and philosophy, and would require certainty of 
outcome, but the latter is a form of instrumental evil, where the collateral damage was 
not necessarily articulated by the accused as an intended outcome but, because it was a 
likely certainty, the law would regard it as intentional. 117  

 Th e Bergin Inquiry framed Crown ’ s compliance breaches, or to put it more bluntly 
and accurately, Crown ’ s crimes, as due to failure, and specifi cally failure of corporate 
governance. Th ere are various ways to respond to this explanation for corporate wrong-
doing. One approach is to emphasise and accept this narrative of  ‘ failure ’  and to argue 
that it is in and of itself blameworthy. 118  Th is is in accordance with a classic negative 
model of wickedness and is consistent with the off ence of criminal negligence. 119  Th is 
approach is refl ected in crimes that have been created that are specifi c to corporations, 
such as anti-money laundering, breach of work and safety legislation, and failure to 
prevent off ences. 120  On this approach, it is the failure to set up anti-money laundering 
regimes or create a safe workplace that is in itself wrongful. Th is approach contributes to 
a critique of the emphasis on subjective culpability in criminal legal doctrine, particu-
larly as it applies to corporations. Th is is because it is arguable that many of the harms 
caused by corporations are due to failure. Accordingly, law reform in this area to crimi-
nalise corporate failure is appropriate and justifi ed by classic theories of wickedness. 

 Alternatively, theoretical and legal approaches have been proposed that aim at 
capturing the mens rea of corporations in the absence of confessions. For example, the 
Model Criminal Code Offi  cers Committee considered that corporate culture is analo-
gous to intention. 121  Peter French argued that the Corporate Internal Decision Structure 
provided a means of identifying decisions and choices of the corporation: 122  

  When the corporate act is consistent with an instantiation or an implementation of estab-
lished corporate policy, then it is proper to describe it as having been done for corporate 
reasons, as having been caused by a corporate desire coupled with a corporate belief and so, 
in other words, as corporate intentional. 123   

 Elise Bant ’ s theory of system of intentionality argues that a corporation ’ s systems, poli-
cies and processes manifest its intentions. 124  Th e Victorian Royal Commission devoted 
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  125    Victorian Royal Commission (n 7) 174 – 78.  
  126    ibid 177.  
  127          E   Bant   ,  ‘  Reforming the Laws of Corporate Attribution:  “ Systems Intentionality ”  Draft  Statutory Provision  ’  
( 2022 )  39      Companies and Securities Law Journal    259   .   
  128    Chapple (n 6) 96.  

a section of its Final Report to system intentionality, labelling it a  ‘ compelling challenge ’  
to Crown ’ s claims of inadvertent money laundering, quoting Bant: 125  

  Crown must be taken to understand the inherent incidents of the systems it adopts and carries 
out. In this case, the unchecked, intentional and longstanding aggregation process, on which 
the AML system depended, actively and necessarily facilitated money laundering. 126   

 Bant ’ s theory is that corporations adopt systems to enable them to make and implement 
decisions, and these systems constitute and reveal the corporate intention. 127  

 Th ese theories propose a more pragmatic or realistic approach to corporations that 
has the potential to more neatly slot corporations within pre-existing criminal legal 
requirements that have been modelled on the ideal responsible legal subject. Th is 
approach is consistent with the insights of Chapple about why corporations are worthy 
of analysis as a specifi c genre of group agents. Unlike many groups, corporations are 
legally structured, they adopt rules and policies and practices. Authority structures and 
the division of labour are put in place to reduce decision costs and enable the corpora-
tion to react competitively in the market. 128  Th e corporation programmes and prompts 
judgement formation; and when a person forms a judgement on behalf of the company 
they will be representing the company in the technical sense. Th e company therefore 
owns this intention and is committed to its consequences, as if it had been an intention 
of the company. 

 Accordingly, it is appropriate to analyse Crown ’ s intentions in a broader time frame. 
Corporate governance failings should not be considered in isolation but as part of a 
decision-making strategy expressed in offi  cial and unoffi  cial, formal and informal rules. 
Th e clear intention of Crown Resorts, like the majority of public corporations, is the 
pursuit of profi t. Whilst there is some choice about how this is to be achieved, or how 
avidly pursued, employees are coordinated to work towards the profi t of Crown even 
if they do not personally want Crown to profi t; they may just wish to keep their jobs, 
or may even disagree with the decisions of the corporation. Th e  ‘ failings ’  of corpo-
rate governance could be reshaped and rethought of instead as structural choices in 
the pursuit of the primary aim  –  that of profi t. Provided profi ts were sustained, the 
Crown Board was seduced and reluctant to ask questions about any of the dubious 
approaches adopted. Choices were made in terms of the kind of person put in position. 
Th is extended even to choices of Board members, installing non-executive directors 
who were ignorant of legal requirements and the duties of casinos, and beholden in 
various ways to Packer. Executives were installed and rewarded who acted according to 
concern for short-term profi tability rather than legality. Decisions were made to organ-
ise Crown to act towards the specifi c goal of profi t, and those structures and policies 
that were put in place can be analysed to determine what is valued and what is not. It 
is absolutely clear, and accepted by the Inquiries, that Crown avidly pursued profi t at 
the expense of legal obligations. Crown systematically and intentionally breached the 
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  129    Th is was likewise mirrored in AUSTRAC civil penalty cases against corporations, where the agreed facts 
were that breaches that occurred over many years were  ‘ not deliberate ’ .  
  130        Australian Securities and Investments Commission v Westpac Securities Administration Limited   [ 2021 ] 
 FCA 1008, (2021) 156 ACSR 614  .   
  131    ibid [95] (O ’ Bryan J).  
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law, including tax law, anti-money-laundering law, the Casino Act and legal duties of 
responsible gambling, Chinese laws against gambling and border controls. 

 Although both Inquiries accepted that Crown did not turn a blind eye to money 
laundering based on the principles of identifi cation theory, 129  in the recent case of  ASIC 
v Westpac  the Federal Court adopted a more practical and realist approach that is in 
accordance with the arguments of this chapter. 130  In that case, the Federal Court refused 
to accept that breaches by Westpac were not deliberate, pointing to structural decisions 
to under-fund and under-train the one and only compliance offi  cer, and stated: 

  Th e conduct was deliberate, in the sense that it was the result of a planned campaign, and was 
not the result of unexpected or rogue behaviour by Westpac ’ s representatives. Th e compli-
ance framework for the campaign was shown to be wholly inadequate and the individual 
seemingly charged with the  ‘ front line ’  compliance role was not qualifi ed to perform that role. 
Subsequent to the commencement of these proceedings, and even aft er their fi nalisation in 
the High Court, Westpac has not expressed regret for the conduct, does not appear to have 
taken steps to remedy the compliance defi ciencies and has been tardy in progressing a reme-
diation plan. 131   

 Th e same arguments can be made in relation to Crown. Crown ’ s primary intention was 
to achieve profi t at all costs, including through breaches of the law. Despite multiple red 
fl ags, including media reporting, reports in parliament, independent research and being 
forewarned that casinos are sites of risk for these specifi c crimes, Crown demonstrated a 
willingness with formal and informal rules and policies to break the law to make money. 
Th ese decisions were arguably rational given the relative absence and soft  touch of regu-
lators. Th is culture of non-compliance and criminality was reinforced by a refusal to 
cooperate with regulatory investigations: 

  It bullied the regulator. It provided it with false or misleading information. It delayed 
the investigatory process. All in all, it took what steps it could to frustrate the regulator ’ s 
investigations. 132   

 Crown consistently refused to admit responsibility for these criminal breaches or seek 
to minimise harm once the breaches became apparent. As noted, Crown denied that 
money laundering was taking place at its premises until the fi nal hours of the Bergin 
Inquiry, it then withdrew these admissions prior to the Victorian Royal Commission. 
Overall, Crown made clear choices to breach the law in the pursuit of profi t over long 
periods of time.   

   III. Conclusion  

 Th is chapter argues that corporations can and should be conceived of as moral agents 
in a way that is broadly consistent with our typical accounts of moral responsibility. 
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Th roughout I have woven criminal legal doctrinal requirements with typical accounts 
of moral responsibility. If corporations are broadly consistent with our existing ideas 
of moral and criminal agency, this suggests that there is no need to introduce new or 
complex theories to explain or justify corporate responsibility. I have argued that there 
is a tendency to over-complicate the third requirement of moral responsibility  –  that of 
good judgement. Th e problem with buying into the complication of large organisations 
is that the larger they are, the less likely anyone or anything is to be held responsi-
ble. Instead, crimes are framed as tragic accidents or mistakes. One way of attributing 
culpability to Crown is to argue that failure, or lack of goodness, is blameworthy. 133  An 
alternative is to adopt a pragmatic, realist approach. It is clear that Crown ’ s intention has 
been to pursue profi t at all costs  –  demonstrating a willingness to undermine, override, 
ignore and breach criminal laws in the process of achieving this, even whilst having 
the capacity to draw upon legal resources that are not available to individual accused. 
Patterns of rule-based behaviour or corporate culture  –  which include written and 
unwritten rules  –  were all geared to coordinate and work towards profi t. Corporations 
like Crown can and should be regarded as moral agents capable of making moral choices 
for which they can be held responsible. Although immoral in its choices and actions, 
these were the choices of a moral agent and, as such, blameworthiness can be attributed 
to Crown for its criminal actions.  
 

  133    Midgley (n 118).  
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